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Aims to improve the lives of
community members within
Central District and preserve
cultural heritage 

Goals are achievable through
a digital platform such as a
mobile application

8:18

THE SMART CULTURAL
PRECINCT (SCP)
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To create an identity for a potential SCP mobile
application, which aims to foster a sense of community

within the area.

PROJECT GOAL
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Identify heritage sites in the SCP area1.

    2. Collect community perspectives

    3. Create an identity for the SCP app

    4. Assess the feasibility of the SCP app

Our project objectives 4



we surveyed the community to see what changes they want.

50.8% 42.9%

said they want more
cultural festivals in Central.

said they want more community
engagement in Central.
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n = 63 n = 63



"People in Hong
Kong know only

about 10% of events
going on in the 
city at any given

time."

PHIL KIM
Chairman,

Urban Land
Institute

Program
Director, Urban
Land Institute

Expert Interviews

CONNIE CHENG
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Alvin Yip

Award-winning
Urban Designer
 and Architect

"I see all of these interesting
artworks and I don’t need an
app, but I would download an

app that connects me to these
artists---that’s interesting."

7Expert Interviews



Based on community feedback, 

we designed an interactive

prototype to create a 

tangible identity for

a potential SCP

mobile app.
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Displaying all events and hearing more feedback

Events Page

Review Section
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Art Marketplace Artist Works and Profile

10uplifting local artists and showcasing their works and style



11
Connecting people to businesses, heritage sites, and more

Business + Street ProfilesInteractive Map



We hosted a community workshop with various stakeholders
and received feedback on the prototype. 12

Focus on flawless user
experience

1.

    2. App should be focused &
        simple

    3. Find people to manage
        the app



After collecting different community perspectives, app design
feedback, and developer feedback, we spent some time
finalizing our recommendations.
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Can be developed
within a year 

Can be realistically
launched within a

few years 

HK$1.5-2 Million to
develop 

14According to feedback from the urban renewal authority and
app design experts, the app is technologically feasible.



Our core recommendations are as follows:

Create a committee
to manage the app

Focus on user
experience over

number of features

Solidify the SCP
concept first
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Thank you!
Any Questions?

Contact Information:
gr-cuhk-scp1-c23@wpi.edu


